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INTRODUCTION
OBJECTIVES
FE Magazine’s main objective is to keep all our readers updated with a month to month review of
the latest in information on today's commodity world.
Our other objective is to publish past and current commodity information to buyers, sellers, broker’s and traders, also review companies that are involved in today’s commodity Market.
COLUMNISTS
Our Columnists will bring you an up to date review of the world of commodities.
OUR MAIN GOAL
Our main goal is to help trader’s and companies build a reliable business network around
the world.
Our Customer Support Team is always at your disposal in helping you against any issues
you may have about anything you have read.
fem@first-edge.co.uk
NOTICE BOARD
Notice Board is designed to place notices about any product you might be looking sell and buy.
You also may wish to inform other buyers and sellers about your product or products.
If you have any question’s or need further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact
us. fem@first-edge.co.uk
LEADING NEWS
Quick News points out what’s happening in today’s commodity market place and other area’s.
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New Appointments

Anne Huttenga
New Director of AU & Diamonds
Email: anne@first-edge.co.uk
There’s not much anyone can say about anne and her vast years of experience in the AU and Diamonds. she
has been with First Edge for Years and Mr McGhie and Mr Hebroke has welcomed her position with open arms.

Mr H Hebroke
Company Director

New Head of

Asia Trading Accounts

Head of International Banking
Trading Advisor of European & Overseas commodities
Mr Hebroke is a life long friend of Mr McGhie he was also one of the main architect of First Edge.
Mr Hebroke owns his own Family Trading Commodity Company which has been trading for over 80
years.

Soji Doherty
New Head Of All Legal’s
Email: sd@first-edge.co.uk
Everyone at First Edge has welcomed Mr Doherty new Position in overseeing all Legal Transaction
That is passed onto First Edges desk.
Mr Doherty former owner of a prominent Law Firms (Vincent Doherty) based in City of London until 2010 when
he decided to look at other new businesses where he could expand his talent on other fields around the world.

Mrs Elkounovitch
New Senior Fuel Manager

Email: dalia@first-edge.co.uk

Mrs. Elkounovitch will be bringing to first edge all the fuel operations which will include contracting, servicing,
chartering out, administration, communication and accounting.

Miss Alanna Steinberg alanna@firsy-edge.co.uk
New Main Monetary Front End Position and Back Room Support also
Main Intermediary and Negotiator
Mr Daniel Rice New Position Email: dr@first-edge.co.uk
Front end and Back Room Support Also Main Intermediary Broker
for 3 years and has negotiated main deals with buyers & sellers in Gold & Diamonds
he is now positioned to hold his own book and negotiate other main commodities
products to extend his knowledge in the industry.
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Contact Information
Email: info@pl2l.net
Website: www.pl2l.net
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Did the Gold Titans place their bets and Win ?
Is there an echo from FE Magazine here? Now the Titans have the price at a level they
are comfortable with, now can we expect to see gold prices move up again? our inside
sources says yes but only when the dollar is strong enough.
Now let’s see why:
Gold fell $76.50, or 5.56%, to 1,229.50 in early trading. The contract traded as low as
$1,285.00 in overnight trading as the U.S. dollar rose to the highest in more than a week
against six major currencies.
Why has gold prices, after a brief recovery, have continued to plunge when the Federal
Reserve and other central banks keep printing money. Also why has the U.S. stock market continuing to climb, what can we expect in the future?
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Did the Gold Titans place their bets and Win ?
Over the past few years major investors has been demanding a safe-haven for their assets due to the waning against the backdrop of a strengthening U.S. dollar and rising
U.S. bond yields, The Gold Market and Silver market was the best asset for investors to
invest in, now the conditions for gold and silver have become markedly less favourable,"
this is what the banks is telling its investors strange: Why.
What is happening to the Gold Industry reminds me of the old James Bond Movie (Gold
Finger) but the only difference is there is a change of characters.
Most experienced people in the commodity industry is well aware that whoever controls
the gold market, controls currency market and so on.
No less than four investment banks have adjusted their commodity calls. And one, Goldman Sachs, has revisited the theme twice, Deutsche Bank, which made the changes as
part of its quarterly review, said a slower-than-expected recovery for China and expectations for Fed tapering are the major rationale behind the cuts. Oil forecast trims are
based on a bullish dollar outlook:


Gold GCQ3 -0.16%2013 forecast cut 6.7% to $1,431/oz, 2014 cut 10.8% to $1,338



Silver SIQ3 2013 cut 9.9% to $24.10/oz, 2014 cut 13.1% to $23.30/oz



Copper HGN3 +1.19% 2013 cut 3.9% to $3.43/oz



Platinum PLN3 2013 cut 4.4% to $1,586/oz, 2014 cut 5.6% to $1,700/oz



WTI CLQ3 -0.03% crude 5.2% to $95.1/barrel, 7% to $96/barrel
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Did the Gold Titans place their bets and Win ?
HSBC has also knocked down its gold and silver prices.
As for gold, there was a stampede to change forecasts prices were trading around $1,462, but
they were already moving after a big drop in gold, which is nearly $200 lower now.
Should we know more about what these big banks are telling us, commodity prices have been
weak for some time, with copper prices struggling since the end of 2011 and gold has limped
along despite “continued elevated levels of monetary stimulus.” Oil prices, he says, remain demand driven.
Morgan Stanley has lowered its gold and silver price forecasts citing the possibility of reduced
U.S. Federal Reserve monetary stimulus or outright withdrawal from the current quantitative easing program.
The bank cut its 2013 gold price forecast by 5 percent to $1,409 an ounce and its 2014 estimate
by 16 percent to $1,313.
Morgan Stanley lowered its 2013 silver price forecast by 14 percent to $23.39 an ounce and its
2014 estimate by 29 percent to $21.01 an ounce.
The bank maintained its bullish view on palladium, raising its 2013 price forecast by 1 percent to
$743 an ounce, as it expects auto sector demand to remain robust.
Morgan Stanley also downgraded the whole base metal sector saying growing oversupply and
excess capacity was cause for caution.

The price of gold fell some $20 to $1277 an ounce in June 2013 and Goldman Sachs predicted
further falls over the next couple of years as the more stable economic situation and higher real
interest rates encouraged investors to seek returns elsewhere.
Even the growing popularity of gold as a wedding present in India, the biggest retail market for the
precious metal, cannot stop the price tumbling further according to the investment bank.
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Did the Gold Titans place their bets and Win ?
This shows that gold is probably ready to climb. The reversal was proof that we have found a bottom
Fuelling the buying that a downgrade of U.S. debt is likely if the government fails to get its finances in
order in 2013.


Gold 2013 $1,400/oz from $1,580/oz, 2014 $1,500 from $1,180



Silver 2013 $24.20/oz from $28.50/oz, 2014 $21.30 from $27.20



Copper 2013 $7,240 metric ton from $7,482, 2014 $6,225 from $6,675



Brent UK:LCOQ3 +0.34% 2013 $108 barrel from $112

Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Country

China
Australia
United States
Russia
South Africa
Peru
Canada
Indonesia
Uzbekistan
Ghana

Gold Production
(Kilograms)
370,000
250,000
230,000
205,000
170,000
165,000
102,000
95,000
90,000
89,000

FEM would not be surprised to see gold eventually correct itself once the titans feels the time
is right to take it out of their control.
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- FEM Exclusive -

FORD USA Beats Mercedes Benz in Securing Ast0n Martin

The new 2014 Aston Martin Vanquish Volante

FE Magazine is happy to let you know that Aston Martin has inked a new deal with
Ford that will see the American car giant supply it with engines for the next five
years, , which great news for America’s Car Industry.
The deal will also be cheered by workers at Ford’s factory in Cologne, Germany, which
supplies the Midlands car manufacturer with V8 and V12 engines.
The James Bond car maker was in talks with other engine suppliers, including Mercedes-Benz, FEM was told that ford was the hardest negotiator in securing the deal,
this was mainly viewed by the US mass market import of Austin Martin Cars especially
with the new 2014 Aston Martin Vanquish Volante which has orders that runs into 2016.
Our US Source stated that the Austin Martin is one of the best, if not the best cost effective Luxury Sports Cars to Drive in the USA and around the World.
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- FEM Exclusive -

FORD USA Beats Mercedes Benz in Securing Ast0n Martin

2013 Aston Martin Vanquish

Our US Source stated that the Austin Martin is one of the best, if not the best cost effective Luxury Sports Cars to Drive in the USA and around the World.
Aston Martin is also understood to be closing in on a new chief executive to replace Ulrich Benz, who has held the position for 13 years.
The sports car maker received a new fresh investment last year when Invest industrial,
an Italian private equity firm with US links, bought a 37.5% stake for £150m. It remains
controlled by Investment Dar, a Kuwaiti finance house. Last week it emerged that the
firm offered creditors shares in Aston Martin as part of a restructuring deal.
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Specially Designed to meet all the requirements in embassy’s around the World

Email: info@embassyfirst.com Website: www.embassyfirst.com
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America's Delta Air Lines has
bought 49% of Virgin Atlantic
America's Delta Air Lines has bought a 49% stake in Sir Richard Branson's Virgin Atlantic carrier and struck a collaboration alliance that will see the two groups work together in competition with British Airways, the market leader in transatlantic aviation.
Delta will pay $360m (£224m) to Singapore Airlines, ending the Asian group's disappointing 12year investment in Virgin. Singapore Airlines had acquired the near-half share from Branson in
2000 for £600m.
Virgin's new partnership arrangements with Delta, which will require clearance from competition
authorities, have been presented as a direct response to the controversial alliance between
American Airlines and BA which handed the two airlines 60% of the transatlantic market two
years ago.
Branson has insisted the much-anticipated deal with Delta does not sound a death knell for the
Virgin Atlantic brand – despite speculation to the contrary from Willie Walsh, chief executive of
BA parent IAG, in recent days.
Publicity around the tie-up between Delta and Virgin came close to descending into farce as
Branson and Walsh taunted each other over the likely consequences for the airline established
by the Virgin entrepreneur 28 years ago.
Walsh disparagingly suggested that Delta would not tolerate Branson's brand for long, suggesting the US airline was really largely focused on securing Virgin's Heathrow airport slots.
Branson hit back, provocatively proposing a £1m bet that the Virgin brand would remain in existence for at least five years.
Later, Branson claimed on his blog that the goading exchanges had got even more puerile.
"Glad to see Willie Walsh's rather childish response to my bet proposal," he posted. "Rather
than the losing company giving the winner's staff £1m, he wants the loser to receive a knee in
the groin."
On more serious matters, Branson said: "For almost three decades Virgin Atlantic has been
punching above its weight. We fought hard to stop BA and American Airlines getting together
but they created a complete giant across the Atlantic.
Now we are partnering with Delta we can give them a real run for their money which is, I suspect, why BA's chief executive has behaved the way he has over the last couple of days."
SEE OUR WEBSITE :
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America's Delta Air Lines has
bought 49% of Virgin Atlantic

While the two businesses will co-operate closely in many areas, generating significant – but undisclosed – savings, the Delta and Virgin liveries will remain distinct, leading to some suggestions the deal could lead to consumer confusion.
Customers at New York's John F Kennedy airport will be able to use either the Delta or the Virgin lounge which are alongside one another, while Delta's operations at Heathrow are expected
to move alongside those of Virgin's at terminal three in years to come.
The collaborative operation will bring together Virgin's six round-trip flights a day from Heathrow
to JFK with a further three operated by Delta.
While both sides acknowledged deal negotiations had been hard fought, Delta's chief executive,
Richard Anderson, sought to smooth over suggestions of any remaining tensions or cultural
clashes with Branson's airline. "To be associated with a great business leader and a great business brand like this is truly humbling for us at Delta," he insisted, adding that Delta and Virgin
cultures would "mesh well together".
Branson earlier this week insisted he would remain in control of Virgin, and on Tuesday reiterated the point. "Ignore the press speculation – I'm not going anywhere," he said.
Delta and Virgin emphasised that the collaboration would improve rather than damage consumer choice.
Virgin's chief executive, Steve Ridgway, said the alliance "will be combating their [BA's] dominance of 60% of the north Atlantic [flight market]". Branson said the deal was necessary to create a partnership that would "give the rest of the industry a true run for their money".
The Virgin founder said he had asked Anderson if there was any truth to Walsh's claims that
Delta intended to kill off the Virgin brand. "He replied: 'No! This makes my blood boil. The whole
purpose is to join our brands together.'"
Started in 1984 with a single flight from Gatwick to Newark in New Jersey, Virgin now flies to 34
destinations and carries about 6 million passengers a year.
Delta serves more than 160 million customers a year and offers services to more than 300 destinations in 58 countries.
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FIRST EDGE LTD
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN COMMODITIES,
COMPLETE SOLUTIONS, AND SUPPLY SERVICE
OUR MARKETING IS BASED ON LOGISTICS
AND BEING ONE OF THE BEST IN LOGISTICS GLOBALLY
WHERE SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO MEET ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS
OUR DATABASE CATERS FOR MOST COMMODITIES GLOBALLY
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FE Gold News

Gold prices in futures trade managed to regain
Gold prices in futures trade managed to regain 25,000-level by recouping most part of their early
losses in post evening session of trade Friday as market players covered their short positions in tandem with a firming global trend.
At the Multi Commodity Exchange (MCX), gold for delivery in August traded down by Rs 7 at Rs
25,368 per ten grams after moving in range of Rs 24,830-25,470.
However, silver for delivery in July moved higher by Rs 196 to Rs 38,992 per kg.
According to Shiv Shrivastava, MD & CEO, IGuru Research, next target for the yellow metal will be
Rs 24,600.
He, however, mentioned that in the medium term domestic prices may see more downside as compared to overseas market as sustained weakness in rupee will prompt RBI to take necessary steps,
which may lastly give some boost to Indian currency against US dollar.
Gold price in overseas markets, which normally set price trend on the domestic front, fell below USD
1,200 today to its lowest since August 2010 before recovering, and is on track to post its worst quarter since at least 1968 on persistent worries over the US Federal Reserve's plan to wind down its
monetary stimulus.

The yellow metal has taken a beating since the beginning of last week - losing as much as 15
percent, or about USD 200 an ounce - after Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke laid out a strategy to
roll back the bank's USD 85 billion monthly bond purchases in the face of a recovering economy.es posted their strongest performance for the month since 1986, highlighting strong safe-haven buying amid economic uncertainty.
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De Beers, Mountain Province Formalize Regional Commitment at Gahcho Kue
De Beers Canada and Mountain Province Diamonds entered into a socio-economic agreement
(SEA) with the government of the Northwest Territories for the proposed Gahcho Kué diamond
mine.
The agreement formalizes commitments made with respect to employment, training, business opportunities and other related benefits for area residents. It also establishes measures to monitor possible socio-economic impacts related to the proposed mine and establishes the mechanism to work
with communities close to the mine in order to ensure an adaptive management approach to socioeconomic performance.
The agreement includes incentives to assist employees living in the Northwest Territories for priority
hiring and relocation benefits; training, apprenticeships and professional sponsorship; transportation
allowances and transparency and accountability.
The Gahcho Kué diamond mine expects to have a mine life of approximately 11 years, employ up to
700 people during construction and approximately 400 people during operations. Operators anticipate the mine will produce, on average, 4.5 million carats per year during its lifespan.
"In signing this SEA, both parties are affirming their commitment to advancing this project in a way
that not only creates jobs for our residents, but that supports the health and wellness of the region,"
said the Minister of Industry, Tourism and Investment, David Ramsay.
"This is a significant step forward in opening this mine, a project that will translate into economic opportunities for people throughout the North and South Slave Regions, and across the territory."
Tony Guthrie, the president of De Beers Canada and the chairman of the Gahcho Kué management
committee, added,
"This is an important milestone for De Beers and for our joint venture partner, Mountain Province
Diamonds.
The signing of this agreement confirms that De Beers and the government of the Northwest Territories are committed to working together to optimize opportunities for the residents and economy,
while respecting the cultures and traditions of communities close to the mine. This agreement positions Gahcho Kué to contribute to the economic success of the NWT and its all-important diamond
industry."
SEE OUR WEBSITE :
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We are presently ready, willing and able to engage in
consulting with the highest knowledge of most Gold
and Diamond Products, which includes purchasing and
selling, we are direct with titleholders or principles on
most transaction’s all around the Globe.

For more Info:
Director of Gold & Diamonds: Miss Anne Huttenga
Email: anne@first-edge.co.uk
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FE Oil News
U.S. Posts Record Year for Oil Growth
The energy giant’s Statistical Review of World Energy, which has been being published for more
than six decades, is the latest report to signal a shift in world energy markets as a result of the
U.S. shale oil boom.
According to BP, U.S. crude oil production last year recorded the largest increase in the world and
the nation’s history at more than one million barrels a day. Production totaled 8.9 million barrels a
day, a 14% jump year-over-year.
The nation’s previous record was an annual gain of 640,000 barrels a day in 1967.
The combination of hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling has allowed the industry to retrieve
oil from shale rock formations, particularly North Dakota’s Bakken Shale and the Eagle Ford Shale
in Texas.
Thanks to those booming shale plays, crude oil production in the U.S. has soared to help keep the
global market adequately supplied and offset declining production in other regions.
Meanwhile, with production of natural gas rising and prices at low levels, the U.S. posted the
world’s largest decrease in coal consumption in 2012.
“On the supply side, the most noticeable phenomenon remains the American shale revolution,”
BP Chief Executive Bob Dudley said in an introduction to the report.
Although the U.S. remains a large oil importer, it is bringing in the least amount of crude since the
mid-1990s.
BP noted that it doesn’t expect the nation’s surge in oil output to have a major impact on global
prices.
The U.S., now third in global crude production behind Saudi Arabia and Russia, still produces only
one out of every 10 barrels worldwide. Restrictions on crude exports from the U.S. also dampen
the impact on prices.
The challenge for U.S. producers, the report added, is meeting infrastructure needs that have
been outpaced by production.
Crude must travel from the oil fields to refineries, primarily by pipeline and rail, but limited pipeline
infrastructure has created regional gluts in locations like Oklahoma, where prices have declined.
However, the excess supply in those areas hasn’t brought substantial amounts of cheap oil and
fuel to consumers, BP said.
Other regions have seen output ease. Production in the U.K. fell 13.4% in 2012. Former OPEC
nation Indonesia saw a 3.9% drop.
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First Edge Ltd is specially Designed to meet all your
requirements in Today's Fuel Commodity Market

We are presently ready, willing and able to engage in fuel purchase and sales
transaction with titleholders all around the world for most major fuel products.

DIESEL D-2 GAS OIL RUSSIAN GOST 305-82
MAZUT
Aviation Fuel Colonial Grade
CRUDE OIL
LNG

For more Info:
Email: dm@first-edge.co.uk
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PRIVATE PLACEMENT INVESTMENT PROGRAMS

NO RISK
INVESTMENT AND HUMANITARIAN PROJECT FUNDING PROGRAMS
PROGRAM C
Cash Investment :
to the client.

500 Million USD to 1 Billion USD, SBLC Upfront Security Guarantee, delivered

Instrument Invest : Same Dollar Value, MT 760, Paid upfront by the Trading Group.
Term : 1 Yr. 3Yrs. 5Yrs. Income Stream. Return : 50% per Month or 600% per Year.
PROGRAM D

In-ground Asset extraction and Funding.

This program is designed to assist Investors develop their mineral asset deposits and operations. i.e.; Oil, Gold, Ore etc..
It is intended to provide unrestricted access to non-recourse funding, create jobs and contribute to a
viable and growing economy.
The value of the mineral asset deposits will be measured and based on the Geological Engineering
Reports confirming
the assets on deposit. Once the assets on deposit are confirmed and a value is established, the assets will be insured and monetized. The established and monetized value will then be placed in one
of our programs as expressed above.
It should be noted that the above special programs are designed for specific project funding
and specific Investor requirements.
For experience Investors, we still offer our regular programs with much higher profits.
Please feel free to contact me if you require more information.
PRIVATE PLACEMENT PLATFORMS - BG'S -MTN'S FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
CAUTIONARY NOTIFICATION: This is for your information only and is not to be construed as a solicitation for funds for or the sale of any securities or properties. These transactions are based on private placements and do not come under the governance of the SEC. These programs are not securities under the Canadian Securities or the United States Securities Act of 1933, or The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 of United States and The Canadian Securities Regulations thereto, or The Investment Company Act of 1940 and the Rules & Regulations thereof. We are not registered with the
SEC or NASD as financial advisors or dealers in securities per The Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
We are not licensed mortgage brokers. This is merely for the informational and educational purposes
and benefit of qualified accredited investors only.

www.first-edge.co.uk, Email: alanna@first-edge.co.uk
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First Edge is now able to supply
SBLC/BG to cover most commodity transactions.
Below are examples of our recommend a multi-billion dollar private banking who we are in
direct contact with?
General Equity Building Society (Private Banking) http://www.general-equity.com/
Head Office New Zealand, Level 4, 17 Albert Street, Auckland 1010, New Zealand.
Swift Code : GEBSNZ2A or GEBSNZ2
The bank and has over $6 billion in assets and corresponds with many Top
Tier World Banks, such as Societe Generale and Standard Bank SA.
SBLC/BG COSTS INCLUDING MT760 DELIVERY:
90 Days 6%
180 Days 8%
365 Days 9.5%
Brokers can add up to 2 points on top which will added to the contract and
collected and paid directly to you from escrow.
Funds are escrowed with bonded escrow agent in New York at HSBC, not
touched until the instrument is delivered. In most cases no up front fees of any kind is required.

Escrow Agent: Seth Feldman, Esq., Feldman and Associates, PLLC, 33 E 33 Street, NY
Most important is your banking destination. If we have this, we can note
if we are relaying the instrument through a top bank and which one.
Please get back to us at your convenience to discuss your requirements through a registered
financier.
Contact: Miss Steinberg, Commodities, Project Financing Worldwide
Main Monetary
Negotiator, Intermediary
First Edge
www.first-edge.co.uk, Email: alanna@first-edge.co.uk
DISCLAIMER:
EACH DOCUMENT IS INTENDED TO SERVE AS A STARTING POINT ONLY, AND SHOULD BE TAILORED TO MEET
YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS. ALL THE INFORMATION SHOWN IN THIS MAGAZINE SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED
AS FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVICE FOR ANY PARTICULAR FACTS OR CIRCUMSTANCES, F.E.M. SUGGEST THAT YOU
CONSULT AN AUTHORISED FINANCIAL OR LEGAL ADVISOR.
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UK and China in £21bn currency swap deal

The Bank of England and its Chinese counterpart have signed a deal likely to
boost trade between the UK and China in the Yuan.
The Bank and the People's Bank of China have signed a three-year currency swap arrangement worth 200bn yuan (£21bn, $33bn), the UK central bank confirmed.
The UK is looking to become a centre for the Chinese currency, also known as the renminbi,
British banks hold 35bn yuan worth of deposits in the Chinese currency.
Currency-swap agreements allow central banks to swap currencies and can be used by
firms to settle trade in local currencies rather than in US dollars, as happens now, since
China's currency is not fully convertible to other currencies.
The prospective deal was first announced in February by BoE Governor Sir Mervyn
King.
"In the unlikely event that a generalised shortage of offshore renminbi liquidity emerges, the
Bank will have the capability to facilitate renminbi liquidity to eligible institutions in the UK,"
Sir Mervyn said on Saturday.
Last year, the UK Treasury announced plans to make London - the world's largest currency
trading hub - the leading international centre for trading the yuan outside mainland China
and Hong Kong.
China has been gradually relaxing strict controls on the value of its currency and on flows of
capital.
Beijing has been using these pacts as part of its push for a more global role for the yuan.
It has a swap agreement with Brazil worth $30bn and has also signed similar agreements
with other trading partners such as Japan, Australia and Hong Kong.
SEE OUR WEBSITE :
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ABOUT F.E.M

First Edge Medical mission is to provide hospitals, medical centres, surgery centres and physi-

cian’s groups, also healthcare facilities with the highest-quality medical-surgical products
and supplies at the best pricing levels supported by superior levels of customer service
Whether your hospital purchases through your own purchasing department and team, a
buying group, or a Group Purchasing Organization (GPO), you can rely on First Edge Medical
to assume responsibility to deliver the volume of products, service and support tailored specifically to your organization’s unique needs. Please call us at +44 208-769-0070 or email
info@first-edge.co.uk

Our Main Contact’s
Miss A Hunttenga
Email: anne@first-edge.co.uk

FE Magazine Disclosures
Please note all the services described herein the next 2 pages list possible service
features and/or sample
institutions for information purposes only, are not guaranteed and subject to change at any time. Contracted terms
may or may not contain any, all, or none of the elements of any of the features on any particular service.
By accessing all these pages, you have agreed that none of the information anywhere in our magazine or our
website is designed as any form of marketing offer or advice of any type. It's just informational for illustrative purposes and you agree to consult with your legal, accounting or financial advisor if you require any advice or any
kind.
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Hospitals – Medical Supplies & Equipment
We understand the unique challenges hospitals have in, procurement and purchasing
logistics medical supplies globally. The face of healthcare evolves every year with
tighter regulations, increased scrutiny from outside agencies, and intense attention to
controlling costs falls directly into this moving target zone.
One of our main objectives is working with hospital where we can understand how they
purchase their medical supplies and see if First Edge Medical can offer a full complemented structural service of medical supplies internally and externally to fit most hospitals purchasing requirements globally.
So what does First Edge Medical bring to the table for our hospital clients?
Several benefits that can make a difference.
Flexibility. Because of our company size, we are flexible with everything needed to
build a reliable and professional relationship with you and your hospital.
Quick Response. Again, our company size allows for fast decisions and turnaround.
Whether the decisions are on emergency shipments, on-hand inventory supply
management, depth of choices in manufacturers, or extended credit terms, rely
on us for a quick and professional response.
Relationships. At any time, you can pick up the phone and reach one of our main
team. We work everyday in our business and we are totally accessible to our clients, 24/7.
Diversity Oriented. We work with our clients to develop their economic procurement plans and assist them in meeting their diversity business goals, as these
goals and objectives are a very real and important part of our client’s business
plans. First Edge Medical believes in and supports that supplier diversity is not
a “set-aside or a quota”, but a good business-growth strategy with our clients.
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First Edge Commodities is pleased be associated in Marketing 19 SPICED
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Scams Review for July and August 2012
Welcome to dedicated to Evil Fraudsters and Scammers and how far these people would go to get their
hands on your money.
We at First Edge have seen & knows all what there is to know about scammers.
We will can also supply you with the right procedures and put you in contact with the right sellers that
can make you money.
90% of the time it come down to greed in losing your investment this means not looking at the downside of the transaction and not speaking with professional companies like First Edge for advice.
First Edge can safely say it has never lost out on any Gold Deal that why we are getting more and more
investors to transact deals for them.
Our procedures are water tight and we are always updating our procedures for our ourselves & our wide
range of financiers.
The scams can range from a business claiming to be a gold bar, gold dust or gold coin supplier to an
individual involved in the shipping, investment or sale of gold. Gold scams are common in West Africa
but no country is immune. Scams can take place in any country.
In addition to the common gold scams on the internet, gold bars carry an increased risk of forgery due
to their less stringent parameters for appearance. Larger bars have a greater volume that can enable a
partial forgery using a tungsten-filled cavity, which is not easy to detect. Fake gold coins are common,
and are usually made of gold-plated lead. The purity of a gold bar or coin can be expressed as a decimal
figure ranging from 0 to 1, known as the millesimal fineness. Such ratings and quality inspections can
be easily manipulated.

How to Contact INTERPOL through FE Magazine
If you have been scammed or have tried to be scammed and have the full details on he person
or people, please sent the information to FE magazine so our team can start to investigate the
person or the people involved. (info@femagazine.co.uk)
There is two ways to contact INTERPOL
1.

The quickest way is to go direct to their website (in contact us).
here Is the direct link:
http://www.interpol.int/Contact-INTERPOL

2.

you can also go through FE Magazine who will fax to INTERPOL with a FE Magazine

internetpol_police_force_unit@qtar.io
internetpol_police_force_unit@qtar.io; interpolice77@ymail.com; interpolicee-unit@tk.tc
reference number, We will cc you a copy for your files we will also email Interpol a copy also.
First-Edge is a Member of
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Scammer of the Month
No 1 WANTED PATRIZIO PILATI

WANTED and Captured by FE Magazine

First Edge has a full book on him for:
Fraud, using other companies to obtain credit.
(this man is a very good liar be very careful)

FE Magazine cannot reveal This Scammer
Full ID due to Legal Reason’s
If found Guilty we will Publish his full Details)

Subject: Patrizio Pilati
To: asrtech1981@gmail.com
He is now operating under a company from Dubai, and Australia with A Partner by name Of Alan the
Company goes by the call letter NTR Nexus Technologies & Resources
Good Day Sir,
I have just come across your website and I wish I had known about it 3 weeks ago. The snake that that
man is, is unbelievable.
He has cost me just over $12 000 in flights, accommodation, food and sorts.
He said that we needed to take Industrial diamonds to Zanzibar for him and that he will pay immediately. we were then told the transfer had been done, yet we are still waiting for that.
Something needs to be done to stop this man. Kaylan Grover Cell : 073 486 4621Skype : kaylan.grover
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STEAM COAL

Subject: U.S. Steam Coal Offer (High Calorific Value)
We, the undersigned, AMAN INC., along with our coal mining and trading partners in U.S., hereby offer with full corporate authority and responsibility to sell the following commodity under the major
terms and conditions as specified in this Soft Corporate Offer as follows :
1. Product: U.S. West Virginia 6,590 Kcal (GCV, ADB)/5,756 Kcal (NAR) Steam Coal
2. Quantity: 60,000 MT + per month for 1 year (with R&E)
Delivery: FOB on vessel, New Orleans Port, U.S.A. (If necessary, CIF offer possible)
3. First Shipment: June, 22013 or earlier according to buyer’s request
4. Inspection: SGS or similar at the Port of Loading
5. Price: US$63 Net/MT, FOB on vessel, New Orleans Port, U.S.A
6. Performance Bond: 2 %
7. Payment: Revolving irrevocable confirmed Documentary Letter of Credit issued by top
20 World Banks, 100%% at sight after loading.
8. SPECIFICATIONS:
ITEM

UNIT

RANGE

Total Moisture
(ARB)
Ash Content
(ADB)

% wt

12.69

% wt

17.50

Total Sulfur
(ADB)
Gross Calorific
Value (AADB)
Net Calorific
Value (ARRB)

% wt

0.55

Kcal/Kg

6,593

Kcal/Kg

5,756
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IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref:

FEM001175ad
GOLD BULLION BUYER’S

2 DIRECT BUYER FOR GOLD BULLION (PHYSICAL) DEPOSITED IN
EUROPE OR THE SWISS
First) BUYER PROCEDURES:
POP X POF simultaneously - BANK TO BANK
DESC. LEAST 10.0% vs. 7.0%
1.50% SELLER SIDES - ALL IN THE SIDE OF THE SALE OF THESE 1.50%
1.50% BUYER SIDES CLOSED
100/500 MT X 12 MONTHS
Second BUYER
FED 2007-YEAR PROCEDURES PATROT Act I y II
MINIMUM DISCOUNT OF 10.0% vs. 7.0%
1.50% SELLER OPEN SIDES
1.50% BUYER SIDES CLOSED
100/500 MT X 12 MONTHS
SCO FULL NOT SANETIZED

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref:

FEM008875ad
Iron Ore & Sugar

WE OFFER THE SEEDS OF STEEL BUYERS WITH INTEREST AS FOLLOWS SFEKPIKASI
Fe 55-58%
FeO 17%min
... SiO2 5%MAX
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Al2O3 3%MAX
... S 0.9%MAX
P 0.9%MAX
TiO2 7%
Moisture Free Moisture Loss at 105 Degree centigrade Max 8%
0-10 mm 90% Min
Size 10-40mm
IF THERE ARE INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM008775ad
SUGAR
REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL
RAW BROWN CANE SUGAR ICUMSA 800-1200 VHP CIF by VESSEL/DDP by TRUCK

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref:

FEM004875ad
Steam Coal

53-51 GCV (3500NAR) Indonesian Steam Coal
50,000mt per month @ usd53/ CFR Indian Ports. Interested buyers
First-Edge is a Member of
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IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref:

FEM002375ad

Copper Cathodes - ex-warehouse
Buyer will take ex-warehouse on a cash and carry basis.
Documentation
1. Smelting Certificate
2. Assay test
3. Certificate of Incorporation
4. Export Permit
5. Certificate of Ownership
Buyer will inspect, assay, and pay them 100% TT after Alex Stewart inspection.
IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref:

FEM008275ad
CEMENT

PORTLAND CEMENT 42.5
12.500MT USD 119.00 MT
25.000MT USD 114.00 MT
50.000MT USD 109.00 MT
100.000MT USD 104.00 MT
150.000MTUSD 100.00MT
300.000MT USD 98.00 MT
600.000MT USD 96.00MT
1.200.000MT USD 93.00 MT
2.400.000MT USD 89.00 MT
3.600.000MT USD 86.00 MT
IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref:

FEM008875ad
SUGAR

REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45 RBU with EURO1 and T2L
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL REFINED BEET SUGAR ICUMSA 45
RBU with EURO1 and T2L
REFINED CANE SUGAR with EURO1 and T2L
REFINED CANE SUGAR FROM BRAZIL
RAW BROWN CANE SUGAR ICUMSA 800-1200 VHP
CIF by VESSEL/DDP by TRUCK

Customer Services Tel: +44 208 769 0070
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IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref:

FEM009875ad

we are looking for good regular supplier who can do continuously from India
LIST OF FRUITS
1. DRUMSTICK - mix container
2. GREEN CHILLY G4 –mix container
3. TOMATO - MIX AND FULL CONTINEARS
4. TENDLI - MIX
5. PAPDI -MIX
6. ARBI -MIX
7. LONG PADWAL -MIX
8. DUDHI -MIX AND VEG
9. KADIPATHA-MIX
10. GREEN MANGO -MIX
11. KARELA -MIX
12. SURAN-20FEET
13. ONION-20FEET
14. LEMON –MIX AND FULL
15. SMALL ONION -MIX
16. BHEENDI –MIX
17. RAW PAPAYA –MIX
18. BRINJAL –MIX
19. LONG BEANS, CHAULI –MIX
20. BEANS -MIX

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref:

1. ALPHONSO MANGO-FULL CONTINEARS
2. BADAMI MANGO-FULL CONTIEARS
3. LALBAUGH MANGO-FULL CONTINEARS
4. TOTAPURI MANGO-FULL CONTINEARS
5. LANGDA MANGO-FULL
6. KESARI MANGO-FULL
7. PINEAPPLE-MIX WITH FRUITS AND VEG
8. ANAR-FULL CONTINEARS MIX WITH FRUITS
9. PAPPAYA-MIX WITH BOTH
10. CHIKKU-MIX WITH BOTH
11. WATERMELON-MIX WITH BOTH
12. COCONUT-FULL
13. ANAR RED (POMEGRANATE) FULL AND MIX
14. PAPAYA-MIX

FEM002775ad

Euro/Dollar Provider’s, Bond’s, Black Eagle, President, Purple LTN, BCL
urgent seller bonds , black eagle, 3 and 4 President,
Euro Provider Needed FE is Direct with Dollar Provider

IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref: FEM002775ad
IF INTERESTED PLEASE SEND Ref:

FEM003875ad
MINES FOR SALE

MINES FOR SALE.VERY HIGH ROI.
TITANIUM & QUARTZ MINE IN PERU
IRON ORE MINES IN BRAZIL.
FANTASTIC PROFIT BY MINE IN PERU!

Customer Services Tel: +44 208 769
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First-Edge Notice Board
Product: Most Commodities
FIRST EDGE COMMODITIES

First-Edge Commodities are able to sell and locate most commodities. Invites all Buyers—Sellers or mandate’s around the world.
We have a vast database of tried and tested buyers and sellers
and we are also mandated by Major’s in the Commodity Industry.
Tel: +44 20 8769 0060
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070
Mob.:+44 7800744523
Skype first.edge1
Web: first-edge.co.uk
E-mail: info@first-edge.co.uk
FUEL ’s

MAZUT

Metal’s and None Metal’s Products

Available
Available
JP54
Available
D2
Available
BLCO
Available
Basra Lite Available
LPG-LNG Not Available
BITUMEN

Uncut Diamonds
Polish Diamonds
(AU) Gold Dust
(AU) Dore Bars
Steel
HMS
Cement

Available
Available
Available
Available
Available
Available
Available

FOOD

Sugar
Rice
Cooking Oil
Coffee
Co Co

Available
Available
Available
Available
Available

Product: Most Commodities
BAIRD & Co

Specialists in Precious Metals
Baird & Co. was established as a firm in 1967 dealing in numismatic gold coins of the world moving towards volume dealing in
bullion gold as government restrictions eased in the 1970s.
Cash Purchases of Gold Bars

Product:: Diamonds
Company Name

WORLD DIAMOND COUNCIL
International Headquarters
580 Fifth Avenue, 28th Floor
New York NY 10016
Tel +1-212-575-8848
Fax +1-212-840– 0496

SEE OUR WEBSITE :
www.femagazine.co.uk

First-Edge Notice Board
Joint
Partnership
Product:
Most Commodities

First-Edge Commodities has signed a long term contract to supply with CRT a
Chinese company to supply diamonds and Gold from most African Countries,
This consists of a variable of choices to help the seller in getting the Gold and
Diamonds with a capacity to collect by freight flight or private Jet
Tel: +44 20 8769 0060
Fax:+44 20 8769 0070
Mob.:+44 7800744523
Skype first.edge1
Web: first-edge.co.uk
Product: Most Commodities

MAZUT

Available
Available
JP54
Available
D2
Available
Diamonds Available
GOLD
Available
BITUMEN

Uncut Diamonds
Polish Diamonds
(AU) Gold Dust
(AU) Dore Bars
Rough/ Uncut
Bars/Dust

JJT Trader Headquarters
All info and Enquiries are directed
through First Edge Ltd.

Product: Most Commodities

Specialists in Diamonds
Locater and Seller of Diamonds in
most African States

Product::
Product:: BLCO
BLCO

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC)
Corporate Headquarters
NNPC Towers, Central Business District,
Herbert Macaulay Way,
P.M.B. 190, Garki, Abuja.
Website: www.nnpcgroup.com
Email: contactus@nnpcgroup.com

SEE OUR WEBSITE :
www.femagazine.co.uk

First-Edge Notice Board
Product: Most Commodities

Avocado Gold

ADVACADO GOLD Associates SA
1st Floor, Rivonia Centre, Rivonia Blvd 2181
Sandton, Johannesburg, South Africa

AVOCADO GOLD

GSM: +27 (0) 766088465
Office: +27 (0) 11807 8525
Office Fax: +27 (0) 76 608 8465
ABOUT US

We are Brokers, Negotiators, Advisors and Consultants. We strategize, we analyses,
We implement, we deliver, We provide to African Governments and also to first
world companies seeking to grow into the African marketplace. We are Business Development and PR practitioner, bringing over 15 years of Global world-class experience to bear.
Product: Most Commodities
Global Commodities

Specialists in Diamonds and Precious Metals
GC has direct, free and clear disposal of Diamonds from most
country of origin being Genuine.
A Soutth African Company

Product: Most Commodities

Imperial Oil

Fuel Specialists
Imperial Oil Trading Limited
Registered Office: 62 lanbourne Place. Docklands
Director: Dr Husam Darweesh
Tel: +44-207- 5380891

SEE OUR WEBSITE :
www.femagazine.co.uk

First-Edge Notice Board
Product: Most Commodities
Globex Mineral co Ltd

Who is Globex
Globex Mineral Ltd is a strong family run business which has
a long track record of selling Gold & Copper Cathode also a
strong consistency in supplying other buyers around the
world.
Globex also has other small sellers who uses the companies
facilities to sell their products such as Copper Cathode, Gold,
Cooking Oil, Fish.

Product: Most Commodities
Embassy First

Specialists in Private Customer Services
Our services are designed to set a new benchmark in the provision of bespoke services to overseas businesses. Clients will receive a first class and exclusive service,
in which Embassy First will help provide clients with products and services not easily
accessible in some countries.
Become a client of Embassy First and you will automatically be provided with your
own dedicated personal assistant, who will offer you full support on all services. All
your overall costs will be significantly lower than having to pay for numerous services
individually.

Contact Customer Services: +44 20 8769 0070
Product:: First Edge Ltd
Find Us On Face Book

New
You can find our website on
Face Business

SEE OUR WEBSITE :
www.femagazine.co.uk

First-Edge Notice Board
Product: Most Commodities
Gulf Gold Refinery

Who is GGR
GGR is the largest Refinery in Dubai .
It is expected that the company’s future market infrastructure developments, will strengthen Dubai’s position as the leading regional
centre for precious metals.
These infrastructures stand to include the following;
• High tech secure vaulting facilities
• Refining and Bar making
• Assaying facilities
• Settlement
• Shipment facilities

Product: Most Commodities

Amsterdam Gold

Specialists in Private Customer Services
Our services are designed to set a new benchmark in the provision of bespoke services
to overseas businesses.
Clients will receive a first class and exclusive service in which Amsterdam Gold will help
provide clients with products and services not easily accessible in some countries.
Become a client of Amsterdam Gold and you will automatically be provided with your
own dedicated personal account who will offer you full support on all our services.
All your overall costs will be significantly lower than having to pay for numerous services
individually.

Contact First Edge for more information
Product:: BLCO
GLOBEX MINERALS

GLOBEX MINERALS Co LTD
Corporate Trader in Tanzania
all info and Enquiries are directed through First Edge Ltd.

SEE OUR WEBSITE :
www.femagazine.co.uk

Obama flies to S Africa ruling out Mandela health
US President Barack Obama has played down expectations he will meet
former President Nelson Mandela in hospital, as he prepares to land in
South Africa.

Desperately seeking Snowden
The news that Edward Snowden had chosen to add further mystery to one
of the great intelligence stories of our time - by paying a visit to America's
old enemy Russia - had broken during a rare quiet Sunday for the Moscow
press corps

Xbox revealed: Experts on Microsoft's next games console
Microsoft promised to unveil its vision "for the future of entertainment" at the
event
Microsoft is the last of the big three console makers to reveal details of its nextgeneration games console, but the wait has arguably only added to anticipation
for the Xbox expose.

Can Sebastian Vettel be stopped at Silverstone?
Red Bull's Sebastian Vettel, who in Canada last time out became the first driver
to win three times this season, is creeping away from the chasing pack and
Silverstone will provide vital pointers as to how likely it is they will be able to peg
him back.

James Gandolfini
The married father of two won three Emmys as Tony in The Sopranos,
which ran from 1999 to 2007. But his first major film role was opposite
Brad Pitt and Patricia Arquette in 1993's True Romance; two years
later, he was a standout in scene-stealing moments with John Travolta
and other A-listers in Get Shorty.

SEE OUR WEBSITE :
www.femagazine.co.uk

Commodity Trivia
FUEL TRIVIA
Can you name the world's Top 25 biggest oil producers?
Can you name the top 30 countries that import the most oil?
What does OPEC mean?
What countries is part of OPEC name them?

GOLD TRIVIA
Where does the Term Name “Gold” come from?
What is the largest gold nugget ever found?
What Temp does gold melts at?
Is Gold Edible?

DIAMOND TRIVIA
What is the largest diamond ever mined?
Who gave the first ever diamond engagement ring?
How much of the world diamond is acceptable for jewellery?

(For the Answers to the Question’s above sign on to www.femagazine.co.uk)

SEE OUR WEBSITE :
www.femagazine.co.uk

SEE OUR WEBSITE :
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